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Press Release - March 2018

NAVIGATOR REWARDS INSPIRING
WORLD TRAVELERS
The winners of Navigator Around the World in 80 Pages have been chosen and
rewarded 10.000€ in travel vouchers. Summing a total of 2161 participations
from 77 countries, the third edition surpassed all expectations and consolidated
this competition as one of the most relevant and inspiring travel writing
challenges in the world.
Oleg Gavrilin, from Russia, and Cynthia Lilleston, fom U.S.A. (First and second placed) were the big
winners of the contest for their engaging stories experienced in a large volcano on Kamchatka peninsula,
in Russia, and in the highest peak of New Zealand’s Tararua Range. These two stories, as well as the six
third-placed ones, can be read at the contest’s website navigatoraroundtheworld.com. Mark Thomas is
the author of the best photo, also displayed on the site.
Under the claim “Spread the Word and Travel the World”, Navigator, the world’s leading premium office
paper brand, challenged travel enthusiasts to share once again their best adventures through an original
story. The 2017 Edition drew entries from 77 different countries around the globe – Portugal, UK, Philippines, India and France on the top of the list. The contest registered 2.161 participations, which
represents a 59% increase of submitted stories and 18% more represented countries, in comparison
with its 2nd Edition. One third of the entrants are under 24 years old.
“People are willing to discover the World, enjoy new experiences and share them, and Navigator’s Around
the World in 80 Pages is more and more the place where these experiences meet and inspire new
travallers.” explains Ricardo Ferreira, Navigator’s Global Brand Manager. “It’s very rewarding to know this
community is growing from year to year, bringing us stories with ever increasing quality.”
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Prizes
From 2.161 submitted stories, 80 have been shortlisted and will be published in a book, together with
unique illustrations. The 8 winners get a total of 10.000€ in travel vouchers, so they can explore even
more places around the world. The winner of the “Best Photo” gets an amazing Digital Camera Nikon
D5600.
1st
Oleg Gavrilin | 32 | Ascension | Kamchatka
2nd
Cynthia Lilleston | 23 | The Grand Boulderpest Hotel | New Zealand
3rd
Shelly Perkins | 33 | Dune Bagging | Namibia |
Luis Covas | 48 | To my newest old friend | Iran
Becky Maschke | 34 | Just Fuego And Me | Guatemala
Jim Njoo | 52 | The lullaby | On a train heading to Xiamen, China
Rhys MacLean | 40 | That Time I Was Sick in the Desert | Chile
Jeffrey Stratter | 38 | Mr. Sri Lanka's Neighborhood | Sri Lanka

About The Navigator Company
The Navigator Company is the new face of the former Portucel Soporcel group, after its rebranding in
2016.
The Navigator Company is Portugal’s third leading exporter, and the exporter generating the highest
level of national value added. The Group accounts for approximately 1% of Portugal's GDP, around 3% of
the country's total exports of goods, close to 8% of all containerized cargo and 7% of all containerized
and conventional cargo exported through Portuguese ports.
In 2017, the Company’s annual turnover stood at 1.637 million euros, sustained essentially by strong
performance in sales of pulp, power and tissue.
Having consolidated its position as the leading European manufacturer, and the fourth largest in the
world, of uncoated woodfree (UWF) printing and writing paper, The Navigator Company is also Europe's
top producer of BEKP (Bleached Eucalyptus Kraft Pulp), the fifth largest in the world. In tissue business,
the sales volume was up by 9% in relation to 2016.
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The Navigator Company has successfully pursued a strategy of innovation and development of its own
brands, which today account for 62% of sales of manufactured products. Special mention should be
made of the Navigator brand, the world’s best-selling product in the premium office paper segment.
The Navigator Company sells its products to 130 countries over five continents, with a special focus on
Europe and the US, giving it the broadest export base of any Portuguese company.
As a vertically integrated forestry Company with its own forestry research institute RAIZ, it manages
vast tracts of forest in Portugal certified under the FSC® and PEFC™ systems (FSC license C010852 and
PEFC license 13-23-001), and boasts annual production capacity for 1.6 million tons of paper, 1.4 million
tons of pulp (of which 1.1 million is integrated into paper), 63 thousand tons of tissue paper and power
generation of 2.5 TWh, adding up to annual turnover of approximately 1.6 billion euros.
The Navigator Company operates one of Europe’s largest nurseries for forestry plants, with annual
production capacity of approximately 12 million certified plants of various species, destined for use in
renewing Portugal’s woodlands.

www.thenavigatorcompany.com
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